approaches to unconstrained face identification exploit small patches which are unaffected by distortions outside their locality. A larger area usually contains more discriminative information, but may be unidentifiable due to local appearance changes across its area, given limited training data. We propose a novel block-based approach, as a complement to existing patch-based approaches, to exploit the greater discriminative information in larger areas, while maintaining robustness to limited training data. A testing block contains several neighboring patches, each of a small size. We identify the matching training block by jointly estimating all of the matching patches, as a means of reducing the uncertainty of each small matching patch with the addition of the neighboring patch information, without assuming additional training data. We further propose a multiscale extension in which we carry out block-based matching at several block sizes, to combine complementary information across scales for further robustness. We have conducted face identification experiments using three datasets, the constrained Georgia Tech dataset to validate the new approach, and two unconstrained datasets, LFW and UFI, to evaluate its potential for improving robustness. The results show that the new approach is able to significantly improve over existing patch-based face identification approaches, in the presence of uncontrolled pose, expression, and lighting variations, using small training datasets. It is also shown that the new block-based scheme can be combined with existing approaches to further improve performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
E ARLY approaches to face recognition like PCA [1] and LDA [2] for face recognition processed images holistically. However, for facial images with variable conditions, it was found that performance could be improved by dividing the image into smaller regions to process independently [3] . This (small) patch-based method has been adopted in most current approaches to unconstrained face recognition. A small patch isolates the local facial structure from variations outside its locality; independent patch matching allows similar local facial structures to be found in different images, even if they holistically differ. Thus, the patch-based method reduces the amount of training data required, compared to modeling larger facial areas which contain potentially greater variations in pose, expression and illumination. Popular patch-based approaches include sparse representation (SR), in which each testing patch is reconstructed independently of the other testing patches as a sparse linear combination of the training patches [4] , [5] .
More recently, a patch matching scheme based on normalized cross correlation (NCC), or Pearson's correlation coefficient, is described in [6] . For each testing patch, the NCC method identifies the closest matching training patch, independently of the other testing patches, based on maximum patch-sized correlation. To achieve robustness to unconstrained local pose or expression variations, the search for each matching training patch is conducted within a window around the testing patch's location, assuming variable alignment. The latest example of patch-based image recognition is deep convolutional neural nets (CNNs) (see [7] - [13] ), in which each neuron (i.e., a feature extractor) is connected typically only to a small local region (receptive field) of the input image. This appears to be essential for reducing the number of parameters that must be trained [9] , [14] . Patch-based image processing is also common for dealing with variable lighting conditions. Because illumination varies slowly in natural images, it can be treated as piecewise constant [15] - [18] . Therefore, globally variable lighting can be treated as constant lighting within small patches. For example, illumination normalization filters such as self quotient images (SQIs) [19] and Gradientfaces [20] are applied in small patches; local binary patterns (LBPs) [21] , [22] , and its variants (e.g., [23] - [25] ), are also used to code high frequency variations which represent facial structure in local regions (e.g, patches), while discarding the low frequency lighting. The NCC metric mentioned above is also invariant to linear transforms in image amplitude, and therefore provides an illumination-invariant match score between two patches with constant lighting difference [6] .
However, while the independent matching of small patches has the advantages of being easier to train and to normalize for lighting variation, small patches can be limited in their discriminative ability, which makes their matching prone to errors. Matching larger facial areas will improve discrimination, and hence the matching accuracy, but larger areas may be unidentifiable due to greater local appearance variations, given limited training data. In the past, several approaches have been taken to try to solve this problem. Mainly, these approaches include: 1) to include, or synthesize, diverse conditions or adaptive data in the training data to reduce the training 2168-2267 c 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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and testing mismatch (see [4] , [11] - [13] , [26] - [31] ); 2) to prealign the images to alleviate the pose variation, by estimating the pose of an input image by fitting local patch-based features to 2-D or 3-D models (see [11] - [13] , [32] - [34] ); and 3) to use multiscale approaches to combine complementary information at several patch-sizes to help improve discrimination (see [35] - [42] ). Specifically, multiscale extensions have concatenated multiscale LBPs, and derived SRs over several dictionaries of patches, at several patch-sizes. Multiscale collaborative representations have also been proposed. More recent subspace-based approaches attempt to derive a localitypreserving or part-based representation of the image, which still preserves the global geometric structure of the data, for robustness to corruptions in the data [43] - [47] .
In this paper, we propose a new approach, as a complement to existing approaches, toward solving the problem of low discriminative ability with small image patches. Specifically, we study the problem of enlarging the matching areas, from the usual small patches to some larger regions, as a means of increasing the discrimination for unconstrained face image comparison, without necessarily requiring extra training data. We call the larger matching regions blocks. A block is composed of a number of neighboring patches which are matched jointly, i.e., to capture the cross-patch dependence in a larger facial area for more discriminative matching. It might be expected that, to model the larger blocks, with potentially greater variations, we may require more training data than usually required for modeling smaller patches. In this paper, we show that this is not necessarily the case. We do not assume additional training data, but present a novel algorithm that forms the matching training blocks by combining suitable small training patches from the available training data, to overcome the data sparsity problem. Our new approach extends the existing approaches, mentioned above, and the largest matching area approach [18] (by two of the present authors), by effectively breaking the patch-size barrier. That is, the new approach effectively allows blocks of any size, in theory up to whole images, to be matched holistically with limited training data. In this paper, we demonstrate our new approach by using a simple metric, NCC, for comparing images. We show that the new approach improves over conventional approaches under similar training conditions, based on three face image datasets, two being considered to contain unconstrained face images.
This paper is a substantial expansion of our preliminary study described in [48] . The expansions include an expanded theoretical study, including a new novel semantic constraint and an efficient implementation algorithm, and extensive experimental investigations across constrained, unconstrained and normalized image conditions to evaluate the blockbased approach's ability to improve identification accuracy by exploiting the greater discriminative information in larger image regions. A more detailed explanation and analysis of our algorithm is also given.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the new block-based NCC approach to face image identification. This includes the formulation of block matching as a constrained maximization problem, and the extension to multiscale block matching. Section III focuses on implementation and details a computationally efficient iterative algorithm to solve the constrained optimization problem for block matching. Section IV presents experiments which evaluate the new approach and compare it with existing approaches. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. BLOCK-BASED FACE MATCHING

A. Block Correlation
Our idea for improving face matching accuracy through matching larger image areas holistically can be illustrated with Fig. 1 , in which Fig. 1(a) illustrates our algorithm, and Fig. 1(b) shows a real example for face matching. Assume that we compare a testing image against a training image of a person, and that the testing image is divided into small patches located by the patch indexes k 1 , k 2 , . . . For clarity, in Fig. 1(a) , we assume that there is no overlap between adjacent patches. But in practice, to improve smoothness, adjacent patches are normally partially overlapped. Conventional approaches tend to process these patches independently. In our new approach, we aim to match a number of neighboring patches jointly, which we call block matching, where block size is defined by the number of patches in a block. For example, in Fig. 1(a) , we show the match of a testing block of 2 patches by 2 patches, k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , and k 4 . By considering a larger testing block area holistically we will normally gain greater discriminative ability, and hence reduce uncertainty of the individual matching training patches, compared to independent patch matching. However, because of the potential pose/expression variations between unconstrained images, large, perfectly matching blocks may not exist given limited training data. We assume that the unseen local variations can be modeled, approximately, by allowing for certain local displacement of the individual matching training patches. The displacement should maintain a similar geometric relationship to the corresponding testing patches, as a semantic constraint on valid facial structure, as Fig. 1(a) illustrates. Fig. 1(b) shows an example of the effect of the algorithm, for matching a face block with 2 × 2 partially overlapped patches between two images with pose variation. In Fig. 1(b) , the left-hand side of the nose is partially obscured in the testing image. Its visible texture covers a smaller region than in the training image, due to pose variation. The selected matching patches are therefore overlapping, recovering the applicable facial texture, accounting for pose changes. When multiple training images are available for a person, the different training patches forming a particular matching block can be selected from different training images, subject to the same geometric semantic constraint. Using this method, we effectively form the matching training blocks by exploiting the full range of available training data conditions, thereby reducing the requirement for extra training data for modeling the potentially greater variations between large blocks. In principle, the number of patches in a block can increase up to the whole testing image.
In this paper, we extend the NCC metric from identifying independent matching patches [6] to identifying matching blocks, i.e., to identifying all the matching patches jointly within each block, for unconstrained training and testing images. Let Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y K ) represent a testing image divided into K small, partially overlapped patches, where y k is the kth patch, with origin (top-left corner coordinates) (i k , j k ). For simplicity, we assume that all patches have the same size: I × J pixels. We apply the same representation to the training images such that the training image of a person, X, has an expression X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x L ), where x l is the lth I ×J-sized patch. The NCC metric for comparing a single testing patch y k and a single training patch x l can be expressed as
where y k (i, j) denotes a pixel at (i, j) inside patch y k , and the sum is taken over all pixels within the patch, with μ(y k ) being the mean pixel value of patch y k , and σ (y k ) being the zero-mean Euclidean norm of patch y k , i.e.,
The same definitions apply to the training patch x l with mean pixel value μ(x l ) and zero-mean Euclidean norm σ (x l ). In [6] , face identification is performed by identifying a matching training patch for each testing patch y k , independently of the other testing patches, by maximizing R(y k , x l ) over the appropriate training patch candidates x l for each person to be identified.
When the two matching patches y k and x l are small, the NCC R(y k , x l ) defined above may or may not offer much advantage over other types of distance or similarity metrics that have been used for image comparison. However, when y k and x l are very large, its advantage could become overwhelming. For example, in the Appendix we provide a theory which shows that, when comparing two very large patches, the NCC should become immune to any independent additive noise but depends only on the two patches being compared. This theory has motivated our research in this paper. We focus on scaling up the matching facial areas to improve robustness to variations or corruption, etc., for face recognition.
Assuming that there is insufficient training data to include appropriate matching estimates of all possible very large patches, we consider block-based NCC, for matching blocks of neighboring patches jointly as a means of scaling up the matching facial areas to improve robustness. Let
. . , y k Q ) represent a testing block with Q patches from patch k 1 to k Q (block Y 1,K contains all patches in the image and thus is equivalent to the whole image Y), and let
represent a possible matching training block, formed over the training data of some person, where the individual matching training patch locations l q (q = 1, 2, . . . , Q) may be a nonlinear function of the corresponding testing patch locations k q to account for the potential nonlinear local displacement between the training and testing images. In X l 1 ,l Q , g l q is a constant multiplicative gain factor for each local training patch, to compensate for the lighting difference between the matching training and testing patches. As discussed earlier, for each small patch, we can assume that the lighting difference, g l q , is a constant, but across the patches g l q can be variable to match the uneven lighting condition over the larger testing block. This is identical to a piecewise constant lighting model [15] - [18] . Also, as mentioned earlier, when multiple training images are available for a person, the different training patches x l q can come from different training images of the person to simulate arbitrary unseen testing blocks. The NCC for comparing the two blocks can be written as
where T = Q×I×J is short-hand notation for the total number of pixels in each block, μ(X l 1 ,l Q ) and σ (X l 1 ,l Q ) are the global mean pixel value and zero-mean Euclidean norm of training block X l 1 ,l Q , respectively, i.e.,
The above expressions (3) and (4) 
, the global mean pixel value and zero-mean Euclidean norm of testing block Y k 1 ,k Q (without the gain terms). It should be noted that the above representation of large testing image areas by using concatenations of small training patches is common in unconstrained image matching (e.g., the SR, patch NCC, and CNN-based approaches). One major difference between these previous approaches and the proposed new approach is that the previous approaches tend to process each of the small patches independently. Because of this, they have lacked the ability to capture the larger, cross-patch dependence of image for image matching. But in the block-based
there is no assumption of independence between the patches in a block. We will use this new metric to perform block matching, i.e., to identify the matching patches in each block jointly for unconstrained face matching.
B. Block Matching-Constrained Optimization Problem
Given a testing block
, from all possible concatenations of the training patches. Then we combine the similarity scores of all the matching training blocks of the person to perform person identification. However, not all of the possible concatenations of the training patches constitute realistic facial blocks. To constrain the estimate to valid facial blocks, we formulate the estimation of the matching training blocks for each person as a constrained maximization problem. We give a general expression
where
is a likelihood function that the training block X l 1 ,l Q is a valid facial block given the testing block Y k 1 ,k Q , λ ≥ 0 denotes a weight for the likelihood function, and
is an abbreviation for the validityconstrained block-based NCC. Equation (5) means that the optimal matching training block estimate should have maximum block-based NCC, subject to the constraint of being most likely to be a valid facial block. The formulation of a semantic constraint between the patches to constitute large valid facial regions remains a challenging problem. In our experiments, as an example, we use a simple semantic constraint on facial structure to regularize the formation of the potential matching training blocks for unconstrained testing facial images. Specifically, we assume that the location of the matching training patch l q corresponding to testing patch k q can be expressed as a function of k q as follows:
where d represents a common displacement for all patches in the block, which may be caused by some major misalignment which affects all the patches equally, and δ q represents a local displacement for a specific patch, which may be caused, for example, by random local pose or expression changes. We assume that δ q is bounded: 0 ≤ ||δ q || ≤ q , where q is a prechosen upper limit on the small local displacement δ q . That is, some displacement is allowed for each matching training patch to account for unseen local variations in pose, expression and alignment, but an upper limit is used as a semantic constraint, requiring that the matching training patches maintain a similar geometric relationship to the corresponding testing patches, to form a valid matching block. We use a simple expression for the constraining likelihood function
where h[l q − (k q + d)] could take the form of an indicator function as
Equation (8) is the function which is used in the majority of our experiments for its simplicity. Later, in an attempt to more realistically model valid facial regions, we study a refined version of (8) . For this particular constraining function, a λ = 0 in (5) means the semantic constraint is not applied, and a λ = 1 means the semantic constraint is applied, in search for the matching training block estimate.
C. Multiscale Block Combination
The block-based matching approach, (5), aims to maintain invariance to local variations of small patches, while estimating a classification score for larger, more discriminative regions. The score for each testing block is given by
While we can seek the matches of large blocks up to the whole image, it is found in our experiments that, given limited training data, the combination of small, multiscale block matching usually generate more efficient and more robust face recognition. Multiscale combination has been used in other patch-based matching approaches to combine the complementary information across different patch sizes [35] - [42] . We extend this method to our block-based matching. Specifically, at each testing patch location k 1 , we identify a number of matching training blocks for the testing blocks Y k 1 ,k Q developed at this location with variable sizes Q, using (5), and then calculate the overall matching score S(k 1 ) between these blocks at location k 1 using the following expression:
where w Q denotes the weight for block size Q, reflecting its importance in the combination. The overall score for a specific person is formed by summing the S(k 1 ) calculated using the person's training data over all the testing block locations k 1 . In our experiments, we have found that this multiscale approach produces more correct classifications than any of the constituent block-sizes do, indicating its ability to capture complementary information from the variable-sized blocks.
III. ITERATIVE SOLUTION
A. Iterative Procedure
We propose a computationally efficient iterative algorithm to solve the constrained maximization problem (5). For each given testing block
it seeks a block-wide joint estimation of the matching training patches to form the optimal matching block
We start with an initial estimateX l 1 ,l Q by separately estimating each training patchx l q based on maximizing the patch-based NCC R(y k q , x l q ) defined in (1) assuming a unit gain,ĝ l q . Then we update this initial estimate by alternately reestimating each training patch, with gain, to maximize the appropriate block-based validityconstrained NCC RH(Y k 1 ,k Q ,X l 1 ,l Q ); in reestimating a specific training patch, the other training patches are fixed to their latest estimates. This alternate reestimation process iterates until convergence is achieved. For example, consider reestimating the training patchĝ l qx k q in the order from q = 1 to Q. In the nth iteration, to obtain a new estimate of the optimal qth training patch, denoted byĝ n l qx n k q , we maximize the blockbased validity-constrained NCC with respect to g l q x k q , with the succeeding training patches g l m x k m (m > q) taken from the (n − 1)th iteration, and the preceding training patches g l m x k m (m < q) taken from the nth iteration. Therefore, in the nth iteration while reestimating the qth training patch, the optimal training block estimate can be expressed aŝ
which is only a function of g l q x l q , with the rest of the training patches fixed to their latest optimal estimates from the appropriate iterations. Thus, we can obtain a new estimate of g l qx l q , and a corresponding new block estimate, by maximizing
whereĝ 0 l qx 0 l q corresponds to the initial estimate. Equation (11) represents an iterative algorithm to solve the constrained maximization problem (5) . It manages to estimate the optimal training patches one patch at a time, subject to the constraints of all the other patches in the block, and hence can be calculated efficiently. During the selection of a matching training patch, both the patch's identity, x l q , and its corresponding gain factor, g l q , are optimized. The best gain factor g l q can be decided by finding, for each patch candidate x l q , an optimal value within a predefined range to maximize
for each patch candidate x l q . The optimal gain factors across the block form an estimate of the potentially arbitrary lighting condition in the testing block, based on a piece-wise constant lighting model. LetX n l 1 ,l Q denote the matching block estimate at the end of the nth iteration after all the training patches have been updated. In our experiments, we have seen that the above iterative algorithm converges in terms of generating block estimates that always increase the valid-constrained
) with each iteration. A more detailed step-by-step implementation of the algorithm is presented in the next section along with a discussion on speeding up the algorithm.
B. Step-by-Step Algorithm
The following summarizes our multiscale block-based NCC algorithm for face recognition.
Given a testing image, we divide it into small over-lapping patches Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y K ) as normally done in other patchbased approaches. Assume that we are given a set of training images for each person to be identified. These are also divided into over-lapping patches, each training image taking a form X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x L ) . Given the testing image, for each person we perform the following.
1) Initialization:
We first find an initial matching imagê X 0 1, 2, . . . , K) is selected by maximizing the patch-based NCC R(y k , x l ) over all the subject's training patches
Then, we estimate the optimal matching training block by iteratively reestimating each of the matching training patches by solving (11) . Specifically, for each iteration n (n ≥ 1), for each initial training patch of the matching blockĝ 1, 2, . . . , Q) to be reestimated, for each possible training patch candidate x l q , we solve (11) to obtain a new optimal estimateĝ n l qx n l q , by using the above initial estimates based on independent patch matching to start the iteration. We stop iterating when there is no change in the matching block estimateX n l 1 ,l Q between successive iterations. 3) Multiscale Combination: Having derived convergent, block-based scores RH(Y k 1 ,k Q ,X l 1 ,l Q ) for each block size Q at each testing block location k 1 for each person, we carry out a weighted sum of the scores at the variable sizes at each location for each person, using (9) , to derive an average score for the blocks at the location for each person.
4) Classification:
The above location-specific matching scores are summed over all the locations, for each person, to form the overall score of that person for identification.
It should be noted that the patched-based NCC approach [6] is a special case of our approach, which just corresponds to step 1) of the above algorithm.
Step 2) of the algorithm, iterative block matching, takes most of the computation time.
In our experiments, we accelerate the computation in step 2) by only considering in step 2) the most-likely training patch candidates x l q for each testing patch y k q . The most likely training patch candidates for each testing patch are selected in step 1). The selected candidates satisfy R(y k q , x l q ) ≥ R min , subject to the appropriate geometric semantic constraint, where R min is a threshold used to prune unlikely matching training patches because of their extremely low correlation values. In our experiments, we choose R min = 0.2.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Experimental Settings
We focus mainly on assessing the efficacy of the new approach for face identification in unconstrained conditions with limited training data. But first, we look for an additional validation of the performance of the new approach, by conducting experiments on the Georgia Tech (GT) dataset [49] which contains constrained face images. The GT dataset [49] , contains 50 subjects with 15 images each. These images contain controlled variations such as pose, illumination, and expression. In our experiments, we placed seven images per subject in training, as in [27] .
Then, we conducted experiments on two more datasets, both containing unconstrained face images: 1) the cropped Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFWCrop) [50] and 2) Unconstrained Facial Images (UFIs) [51] . On LFWCrop, we used a subset of 86 subjects with 11-20 images each, previously used in [27] . LFWCrop contains precropped images which still exhibit reallife conditions, including (small) misalignment. As in [27] , we placed seven images per subject in training and used the rest as testing images. Note that our new system uses much less training data than usually used in the CNN-based systems (e.g., [11] - [13] ). Our experiments are designed to demonstrate the feasibility of matching large image areas with limited training data to improve face identification accuracy. We compare our new system with other systems built on similar training conditions to demonstrate this.
The UFI set contains 605 subjects with a single testing image each, and an average of 7.1 training images. We used the cropped version for our experiments. Example images from the GT, LFWCrop, and UFI datasets are shown in Fig. 2 .
For all three datasets, the images were cropped automatically with the Viola-Jones face detector and resized the images to 64×64 pixels. Then, we divided each image into patches of 8 × 8 pixels with an overlap of 4 pixels for our experiments. We assumed that the facial features occupy similar image regions, and therefore that the common patch displacement d = 0 in (6) , and that the local patch displacement δ q in (6) for each matching training patch is subject to a 30 × 30 pixels search window surrounding the corresponding testing patch, i.e., q = 15 pixels in (8) for all patch indexes q. We have also tested other values for q and this appears to be the best for the databases used in our experiments, described above. The optimal gain factor for each matching training patch,ĝ l q , is estimated by golden section search within the range [0. found some small improvement. We note that when there are more than one training image available for one subject, we can have two different methods to form the matching image or matching score for each testing image: 1) the matching training patches forming the matching image all come from one training image, which produces the highest matching score among all the training images and 2) the matching training patches forming the matching image can come from different training images, based on optimal (e.g., maximum NCC) selection. The original patch-based NCC scheme effectively used the first method (see [6] for more details). In our experiments, we used the second method, which was found to produce better results.
For convenience of presentation, we call our new single block-based NCC algorithm [i.e., (5) or (11)] BNCC, and call our new multiscale block-based NCC algorithm [i.e., (9)] M-BNCC, as against the conventional patch-based algorithm NCC. M-BNCC weights matching scores of blocks of variable sizes to form the final score. Unless otherwise indicated, on the GT and LFWCrop datasets, we weighted matching scores of blocks from 1 × 1 patch up to 3 × 3 patches; on the UFI dataset, to account for the slightly increased training data for each subject, we went to a larger scale and weighted matching scores of blocks from 1 × 1 patch up to 4 × 4 patches. In our experiments, smaller block scales generally receive higher weights.
B. Experimental Results on the GT Dataset
We first present identification results on the GT dataset. We compare our M-BNCC approach to a number of recent approaches to unconstrained face recognition using the same training/testing subsets, particularly local patch-based and multiscale techniques. Specifically, we compare M-BNCC to the original patch-based NCC [6] and to a recent extension to the SR framework which synthesizes additional gallery images under different conditions to aid unconstrained classification [27] . To include a benchmark comparison of our approach with those which combine complementary information across scales, we consider the multiscale approaches HMLBP [38] and MPCRC [41] , which have been shown to outperform their single-scale counterparts. We also compare our approach to the classical PCA [1] and LDA [2] approaches, which may not represent the most state-of-the-art, but their strengths and limitations are well understood, making them useful in evaluating performance improvement. We obtained the results for these approaches by running the code provided by the authors, except for the patch-based NCC, which may be viewed as a special case of our M-BNCC approach (see Section III-B). Table I presents identification accuracy by the six approaches discussed above, and our M-BNCC approach. On the GT dataset the existing patch-based approaches struggle to overcome the classical LDA approach, as their benefits are more apparent in unconstrained conditions. In suitably constrained conditions such as the GT dataset, holistic approaches such as LDA can perform well. Our approach achieved substantial improvement over the best performing existing approach, NCC. This improvement is obtained in three ways. First, we exploit larger, more discriminative areas by jointly optimizing matching patches for blocks. Second, we combine the block-based scores at several block-sizes to make use of the complementary information at different scales. Finally, we select matching patches from any of the enrolled training images for a subject thereby exploiting the range of conditions in the available training data to find a robust match. On the GT dataset higher recognition rates have been presented in the literature. For example, Chen et al. [52] reported improved identification accuracy over the classical LDA, 96.60%, by using Fisher scores for LDA-based classification, and by preprocessing the images to remove in-plane rotation. Chude-Olisah et al. [53] reported identification accuracy of 98% by applying illumination normalization for edge-based face recognition and by using 14 training images for training and one image for testing for each subject. Estabridis [54] described an SR-based approach that uses an adaptive dictionary learned from the testing data to iteratively improve performance, reporting 96% identification accuracy after two iterations. Though our results are not directly comparable with these previous results, we have shown that the new M-BNCC approach, based on joint patch processing, is able to significantly improve over existing patch-based approaches and achieve good accuracy for constrained images without any preprocessing operations. In the following sections, we assess the efficacy of M-BNCC for face identification in unconstrained conditions.
C. Experimental Results on the LFWCrop Dataset
On the LFWCrop dataset we compare our new M-BNCC approach to the same approaches as used in the GT experiments above. Table II shows the identification accuracy for each approach. As shown in the table, M-BNCC comfortably outperformed the existing techniques. The classical PCA and LDA approaches failed to handle the large variations in unconstrained scenarios.
In previous work, the SR [27] , patch-based NCC [6] , HMLBP [38] , and MPCRC [41] approaches have been tested on different subsets of the LFW database. These previously published results, cited directly from the respective papers, are included in Table II for information. As described in [27] , the SR approach achieved identification accuracy of 34.36% on the same sets of images as we used in the LFWCrop dataset, but manually cropped and resized from the original LFW images, rather than taken directly from LFWCrop. Therefore, the performance drop in Table II may be caused by the uncontrolled misalignment in the LFWCrop images. As reported in [41] , MPCRC was able to achieve accuracy of 49% on a different LFW subset, with 158 subjects, each with five training images and two testing images, but used prealigned images rather than the LFWCrop images with uncontrolled misalignment. As reported in [6] , on a subset of 50 LFW subjects, each with five training images and three testing images, and after applying the pose and illumination normalization processes from [55] , the original patch-based NCC scheme and the HMLBP approach achieved identification rates of 54% and 47%, respectively. However, on a larger dataset than this, without any normalization process, we are able to produce higher identification rates using the M-BNCC approach, as shown in Table II . In Section IV-E, we will show that our blockbased approach can also improve identification accuracy after the use of normalization processes by exploiting the greater discriminative information in larger image blocks.
Some other techniques have presented higher identification accuracy on various subsets of the LFW database. For example, Wolf et al. [30] reported an identification rate of 83% when considering five subjects (but the rate was degraded to 58% when considering 50 subjects), based on a discriminative similarity measure learned with over 1000 negative example images. Exploiting weakly labeled data from the Internet as additional training data, considering the 50 LFW subjects with most training images, Rim et al. [31] reported identification accuracy of 81.8%. Using a subset of 12 LFW subjects with over 40 training images each, Fan and Hung [24] reported accuracy over 90% by using local vector pattern descriptors. However, the most recent breakthrough on the LFW database was achieved by the CNN-based systems (see [11] - [13] ). The CNN-based OpenFace approach presented identification results on an LFW subset [56] . Considering 100 subjects, with 18 training images and two testing images each, and with the images aligned by preprocessing before classification, they reported identification accuracy of about 90%. The DeepID3 approach [12] used an external dataset of 200 thousand examples to train both the feature extraction CNN, and a joint Bayesian model for classification. This approach presented impressive identification results of 96% on the full LFW dataset. It is noted that the CNN-based systems make use of more training data than used in this paper, some obtained from various external sources including the Internet, to gain improved robustness for modeling small local image patches (receptive fields), and prealign the images for training and recognition. The significance of this present research is to demonstrate the feasibility of matching larger areas between unconstrained face images, with limited training data, to improve robustness, and achieving this without having to apply the usual prealignment or normalization process. The techniques described in this paper may well be combined with existing approaches for further improved performance. In Section IV-E, we will show an example by presenting results on pose and illumination normalized data to evaluate the approach's ability to capture the greater discriminative information in a larger area following preprocessing to reduce image variations.
D. Experimental Results on the UFI Dataset
The more recent, and unconstrained, UFI dataset, is intended to be used for the benchmarking of face identification methods [51] . On this dataset, we compare our new approach with the baseline approaches presented in [51] , as well as with the patch-based NCC [6] . The baseline UFI results include the traditional LBP approach [57] , and the more recent local derivative patterns (LDPs), which extracts LBPs in high order derivative space [23] , face-specific LBP (FS-LBP) [58] , where facial feature points are identified to extract LBPs from, rather than extracting LBPs in a regular grid, and the multiresolution POEM descriptor [39] which achieved the best baseline performance. These results are cited from [51] and presented in Table III , along with results from the patch-based NCC approach and with the new M-BNCC approach. To the best of our knowledge, M-BNCC has superior performance to the best published results on this unconstrained dataset based on the given training-testing data subdivision (with an average of 7.1 training images for each of the 605 subjects).
In the above, we have shown that our block-based M-BNCC approach to exploiting larger, multiscale image regions for discrimination improves on conventional patch-based and multiscale approaches. Improvement is achieved using only a small set of training images in both constrained and unconstrained conditions. For the latter, M-BNCC has shown robustness to local pose or lighting variations without preprocessing such as pose or illumination normalization. In the following, we further discuss the impact of each component of the M-BNCC algorithm on improving identification accuracy, by using examples from our experiments. We will also examine the ability of the M-BNCC algorithm to improve identification accuracy on normalized images with reduced variations.
E. Algorithmic Evaluation
In this section, we analyze the effect of different characteristics of our algorithm on identification accuracy. We start with our approach to improving robustness to illumination variation across the large blocks. Our patch-based gain factor estimates,ĝ l q , attenuate the effect of local illumination variation on the estimation of matching training blocks. We show this in Table IV , where we present the identification accuracy obtained by our single block-based BNCC algorithm at three block-sizes, with and without optimized local gain factors (the single-patch block case is included for comparison). We have found that optimizing the patch-based gain factors improves the quality of the matching training block estimates, and in turn improves the identification accuracy. As the blocksize increases, the benefit of the gain optimization becomes more pronounced, because the larger regions are more likely to contain greater variations in lighting conditions. By assuming constant gain differences between small matching patches, and by jointly optimizing the gain factors of matching patches over entire blocks, we are able to effectively model nonuniform lighting changes between larger image blocks for accurate block matching. Next, we show the effect of our joint patch estimation algorithm, for estimating the matching training blocks, on improving identification accuracy. We compare this algorithm with block matching based on independently estimated patches. In our iterative block matching algorithm described in Section III-B, these independently estimated blocks are used as the initial estimates for iterative block reestimation. Table V shows the comparison results obtained on the LFWCrop dataset, considering three different block sizes. Independent patch matching may suffer poor accuracy due to low discriminative ability of the small patches, and due to local variations in unconstrained images. The proposed joint patch estimation improves robustness to local patch variations to find the matching blocks, improving the discriminative ability and hence improving the face identification accuracy.
Further, we evaluate the importance of the semantic constraint, (8) , on the location of selected matching training patches to form matching training blocks. We consider three different settings concerning the application of the constraint: 1) q = 0 for all q, that is, only the training patches at the exact same location as the testing patches are searched for matching patches; this setting effectively assumes perfectly aligned training and testing images; 2) the exponential weight λ = 0 [see (5)], that is, the matching patches can come from anywhere in the training images or there is no constraint on their selection; and 3) the constraint shown in (8) is applied with λ = 1 and q = 15, which is the condition used to generate the above experimental results. Table VI shows the comparison results obtained on the LFWCrop dataset, considering different block sizes up to full image. We can see that our proposed search strategy subject to the semantic constraint (8) achieved the best accuracy when the matching blocks are small. When the semantic constraint is too strict (i.e., q = 0 or assuming perfect patch alignment between training and testing images), we obtained the poorest accuracy for matching the actually unconstrained images without any alignment or normalization preprocessing. However, when the semantic constraint is too loose or removed (as demonstrated in Table VI with λ = 0), we found that the selected training patches may not form a valid facial region when concatenated into a block, as they may be drawn from distant locations, and hence different facial features, in the training images. This led to matching errors. Table VI also indicates that as the size of the matching block increases, the matching accuracy decreases. This can be caused by limited training data, an inaccurate semantic constraint, or both, for modeling very large facial variations. When the matching blocks become large, forming an accurate semantic constraint on the small constituent patches remains a challenging problem. This is indicated by the poorer accuracy for the new approach compared to unconstrained matching when using full-image blocks. In the following we discuss two of our attempts to address this problem. First, we tried to refine the semantic constraint model. We have noted that (8) , the constraint on the location of a potential matching patch, is applied to each patch in a block independently of the other patches in the block. In an attempt to more closely relate the matching patches in a block, we revised (8) . Specifically, we assume that the location of each matching training patch x l q , with the top-left corner coordinates denoted by (i l q , j l q ), is subject to the constraint of not only the location of the testing patch [i.e., (8) ], but also the locations of its immediate neighboring matching training patches, in terms of forming a valid facial block given the testing block. The additional constraint can be expressed as: max i lower which are located in the immediate lower row, upper row, left column, and right column of x l q , respectively, if applicable. Thus, we have a revised constraint indicator function
New experiments were conducted by using (12) in place of (8) , for the LFWCrop dataset. The results for the new constraint are shown in the third column in Table VII , alongside the results based on the old constraint (8) for comparison. We see that the new constraint did not bring any significant improvement in terms of identification accuracy. One possible avenue for future work is to use a confidence score from a face detector as a measure of validity for a reconstructed face, or facial region. Second, we addressed this problem by trying to reduce the variations across the images with preprocessing, thereby reducing the complexity of the models of their semantic constraint for matching. This also serves as an example of combining the new approach with existing approaches for further improved performance. Specifically, we applied both pose and illumination normalization to the training and testing images. We used the pose-corrected images from [59] , which used a commercial 3-D face modeler to render frontal faces. We then applied SQI illumination normalization [19] . An example normalized image is shown in Fig. 3 . For the normalized images, we show that larger matching blocks can be more effectively estimated, producing superior identification results. Table VII shows, in the last column, the identification accuracy by the new approach on the pose and illumination normalized LFWCrop images, based on the constraint (8) . We can see that considerably better results are achieved when using normalized data. We can also see that, on the normalized dataset, the identification accuracy increases when the blocksize increases from 2 × 2 to 4 × 4. This is not the case on the un-normalized LFWCrop images. The reduced variations in the normalized images enable more accurate estimates of larger matching blocks, with the relatively simpler semantic constraint (8) , and without increased training data.
In Table VII , we can also see that the multiscale block combination improves identification accuracy over each of the constituent block-sizes. In our experiments, the weights for combining the NCC scores at different block-sizes were manually tuned for each dataset. In [41] , weights are learned for multiple scales from the training set, by l 1 -regularized optimization, deriving weights which retain as many correct classifications as possible across the scales. Our future work will include identifying the weights optimally.
Based on our results on the LFWCrop dataset shown above, with unconstrained images with very limited training data, and without preprocessing, we see that we may only be able to significantly improve the identification accuracy, over the conventional single-patch based matching, by using blocks up to 2 × 2 patches. Further increasing the size of the blocks added little improvement, due to the increasing image variations, and due to the lack of effective semantic constraints to perform accurate matching. However, Table VII indicates that, when the image variations are reduced with appropriate preprocessing, further, reliable performance gain can be obtained by using larger-sized blocks (in this example, up to 4 × 4 patches). We also assume that increasing the amount of training data could help cover a wider range of variations, as for the CNNs, and hence find larger matching blocks. In theory, our approach should be operational with a single unconstrained training image per subject (this is not feasible for the CNNs). But we found poor accuracy on the LFWCrop dataset with a single training image (24.03%) as compared to seven training images (59.22%), assuming a block size of 4 × 4 patches Finally, we show the convergence of the iterative algorithm used to implement block matching, described in Section III-B. Fig. 4 summarizes the average number of iterations used in our experiments to reach convergent matching block estimates, and the initial and convergent validity-constrained block-based NCC scores [i.e., RH defined in (11) ]. The results are obtained on the LFWCrop dataset, for estimating four different sized matching blocks. All the estimates indicate an increasing RH value with each iteration. In our experiments, we have not seen a single case in which the iteration decreased the appropriate RH values.
We conduct a semantically constrained search of potential matching patches at various block-sizes. The computational complexity of our approach is dependent on the number of training images and the size of the search window. The search space for a testing patch could be reduced by clustering the training image patches, subject to both structural and semantic similarity, into subsets of similar patches. The search for a matching training patch, for a testing patch, could then be carried out on a subset of patches which are similar to the testing patch.
V. CONCLUSION
Most current methods for unconstrained face recognition are patch based. The method described in this paper, based on blocks of patches, is a complement to existing methods. This research aims to improve the robustness to uncontrolled pose, expression, and lighting variations by enlarging the matching areas without assuming additional training data. We extended the NCC metric, previously used in patch-based matching, to our block-based matching to demonstrate this feasibility. This paper described a realization of the block-based image matching for practical use. The core part of this realization is the solution of a constrained maximization problem, for jointly estimating the matching patches forming each matching block from the available training data with computational efficiency. We showed that the new algorithm is not only capable of dealing with pose or expression differences but also capable of compensating for uneven lighting differences across the blocks. Finally, we presented a multiscale extension, to further exploit the block-based matching at variable block sizes to improve the performance at larger scales. On three datasets we have shown the benefit of our contributions, and improved identification accuracy significantly over existing patch-based methods for unconstrained face identification with limited training data. We suggest that our approach to improving robustness for patch-based image processing can also be exploited in future to improve the quality of features and classifications produced by CNNs. More research is required to identify a suitable way to combine this idea with an appropriate CNN architecture. In future, we would also like to develop an algorithm for learning weights to combine scales more effectively, rather than manually tuning.
APPENDIX NCC AND ROBUSTNESS
Consider the NCC R(y k , x l ) between a testing patch y k and a training patch x l . Assume that the testing patch y k is noisy and can be expressed as y k = x k + n k , where x k represents the underlying clean patch to be matched, and n k represents the noisy patch. Then we can decompose R(y k , x l ), defined in (1), into two terms
where μ(x k ), μ(n k ) (implied) and σ (x k ), σ (n k ) represent the mean pixel value and zero-mean Euclidean norm of patch x k and n k , respectively. In (13), the first term contains the NCC we seek, for matching the underlying image patch x k against the training image patch x l . This NCC is weighted by σ (x k )/σ (y k ) which is a constant for all the training image patches, subject only to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the observation. The second term contains the NCC between the noisy patch and the training image patch, i.e., the NCC introduced by noise, weighted by σ (n k )/σ (y k ) which is again independent of the training image patch, subject only to the SNR in the observation. For large patch sizes and noise independent of the training images, it follows that the second term in (13) tends to zero:
where n k (i, j) denotes the noise value at pixel location (i, j) inside patch y k . Equation (14) is based on the assumption that as the patch size (i.e., the number of pixels used in the calculation) becomes large, the sample average converges to the ensemble average (here we assume ergodicity for both the image and noise processes [60] ), and (15) [from (14) ] is based on the assumption that the training images and noise are statistically independent. Thus, with (13)- (15) , for large patches and independent noise we may have
That is, the maximum NCC (i.e., the matching accuracy) could become independent of the noise but depends only on the two image patches being compared, one being the underlying clean patch to be recognized and the other a potential matching estimate from the training data.
